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ETF SERVICE
Date 21.10.2021

ifsam B2B fund platform, having over 20 years of industry experience as a
leading independent fund platform, is set to launch an enhanced ETF service
on 21st October.
ETFs on a platform – The ultimate combination of
simplicity, functionality and efficiency
Upon the new product offer, current and future clients of
ifsam will benefit from a single point of access to the whole
investment fund spectrum. Clients will have the ability to
utilise the existing operational ecosystem from dealing 2
custody, as well as reporting and research along the entire
ETF lifecycle. ifsam acts as the intermediary bridging the
gaps between the issuer, the market and investors.
The launch of an expanded ETF service means that clients
will be provided with additional services in respect of
execution, reporting, information and research on ETFs. As
with the existing offering, the enhanced ETF offering will
provide a single counterpart, with an automated trading
solution. Naturally, this will be supported by our client
service team assisting all services from transaction reporting
to corporate actions.
“The new ETF service is fully aligned with the latest regulatory
requirements, which ensures best execution capabilities”,
ifsam mentioned.

In today’s landscape within the fund industry, having
access to a complete product offering and single one-stop
solution to all types of investment funds is a priority for all
investors. As the industry continuously evolves, investor
participation in passive products is becoming more and more
apparent.

Outlook: As with all other fund products, ifsam allows clients create their set of value-added services around ETFs, Rodja S.
Reisky Head of Business Development & Sales mentioned. In future all clients of ifsam will be able to process all their activities
in investment funds, including mutual funds, hedge funds or ETFs, Mr. Jean-Luc Lanners, Managing Director added. With the
launch of the service proposal for ETFs we have expanded our service proposition significantly. It is a natural progression of
our continuous service offering over 20 years.

https://www.ifsam.lu/services/expanded-etf-service/
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We are pleased that ifsam will extend their platform services and offer our passive Xtrackers Family of funds next
to our active fund range. As one of our long-term distribution partners for active fund products we know and
value their service quality. With their one-stop-shop approach, ifsam not only offers us as a provider of active
and passive investment solutions the full-service fund platform, but now also a complete universe of funds.
(DWS Investments S.A.)

We are very pleased that our ETFs are now also available on ifsam’s platform. As a pioneer of thematic ETFs, we
experience a great demand in this area and can now also offer the execution and settlement option via the platform
of ifsam, said Mr. Philipp Graf von Königsmarck, Head of Wholesale Sales Germany, Austria & Luxembourg –
(Legal & General Investment Management (LGIM))

ETFs are one of the biggest success stories in recent years, and one that is likely to continue. We at Amundi, one of
the leading European ETF provider, are delighted to continue this success story together with ifsam, our long-term
partner whose renowned institutional clients will now have access not only to our active funds but also to our ETF
product range. (Amundi S.A.)

The boom in sustainable ETFs requires the right digital distribution channels. As of now, we are delighted to offer
our ETFs via the ifsam platform. BNP Paribas Easy is BNP Paribas Asset Management range of ETFs and index funds,
covering three areas of expertise: ESG,* SMART BETA and the Essential range. (BNP Paribas Asset Management)

https://www.ifsam.lu/services/expanded-etf-service/

